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their signs reversed to the pole Bf.    The action of the one magnet on the other is therefore a couple.    See Art. 320.
To find the magnitude of the couple, we take the moment about the centre Gr of the force which acts at the positive pole Af only and double the result.    The couple tending to increase 6' is therefore r = - 27?2V (F sin ff + G cos ff)
MM'
= -- — (2 cos 6 sin ff + sin 6 cos ff). r3    v                                     J
319. When the two magnets are not in one plane we proceed in the same way. Let CC' be taken as the axis of #, and let (XJLM/), (X'/x/z/) be the direction cosines of the positive directions of the two magnetic axes. We resolve the acting magnet into M\ Mp3 Mv. The former being "end on" produces a force at Gf which acts in the positive direction of its axis and is therefore X = 2 JtfX/r3. The two others being "broadside on" produce forces which act in the negative direction of their axes and are F= — Jf^/'r3 and Z= — Mv/r*. These forces are transferred to act at the positive pole J/ whose coordinates are #' = a'X', y' = &'//> z' = a'v\ Twice their moments about any axes having Cr for origin give the couples which represent the action of one magnet on the other. The couples about the axes of so, y> z are (by Art. 257, vol. I.)
To simplify the results, let the plane containing CC' and the magnetic axis B'C'A' be the plane of xz. Let 6y & be the angles the magnetic axes make with the axis of x and let $ be the angle between the planes in which 0, & are measured. The coordinates of A! are then #' = a'cos0', y' = 0, / = a'sin0'. The forces X = 2M cos 0/r* and Z= — M sin 6 cos (p/r3 act in the plane xz and
produce a couple
MM'
F = -- -j- {2 cos 6 sin 6' + sin 6 cos ff cos <£}.
This   couple   when   positive   tends  to   increase   &.    The   force 7= — M sin 0 sin 0/r3 produces a couple A' in the plane yC'A'
A,    MM' .   n .   A where                         A = — -~ sin 0 sin $.
^•3                                 f
When positive this couple tends to increase <f> and acts from A' to y.
When   the   plane   xz   contains   the   axis   B'C'A',   X = cos 6,   /x = sin & sin 0, v — sin 6 cos 0, X^cos 0', ^'=0, z/=sin0'.    The couples A'= -^a sin tf' + J and T'= - A'y may then be at once deduced from those of Kx'> Kyr> /i/«

